WEDDING
STATIONERY

from

Robert Smail’s
Printing Works

Robert Smail’s Printing Works was established as a jobbing letterpress printer
in the town of Innerleithen in 1866 and is now unique within the UK for
remaining in its original building, still using original equipment in the
original way. It came into the care of the National Trust for Scotland in 1986
and is open to visitors on a seasonal basis. Smail’s continues to operate as a
working printer all year round.
Why use letterpress?

Bespoke designs

Letterpress makes a good impression
on the paper, creating a high quality
tactile and visual experience. The
letterpress process allows printing on
all types of paper and card. It works
especially well on handmade and/or
textured stock that is not compatible
with digital printers.

We are very happy to work with your own designs and ideas where possible.
This could include matching the ink to your wedding’s colour themes,
incorporating favourite images or using a commissioned illustration.
We can also utilise modern computer typefaces.
Please contact us for further details and price

Why use Smail’s?
We can link your wedding stationery
to your chosen wedding venue.
Line-drawn motifs, crests and/or
images can be included in the
design.
The typesetting is done by hand and
the stationery is produced on our
original 1950s Heidelberg Press.
A copy is kept, as is tradition at
Smail’s, in a guard-book for posterity
as part of the property archive.
By choosing Robert Smail’s to print
your wedding stationery, you are
actively supporting Scotland’s
leading conservation charity, helping
to conserve the machinery and
traditional skills, and keeping
letterpress printing alive.

Stationery with NTS Wedding Venue image
50 A6 Wedding Invitations (with tear-off RSVP postcard) from £132 + VAT
50 A5 Wedding Invitations from £110 + VAT
50 A5 Order of Service Covers from £105 (no VAT)
(Cover only – please request price for insert)
50 A6 Thank You Cards from £82 + VAT
50 Place Cards from £45 + VAT
50 A6 ‘Save the Date’ Postcards from £62 + VAT

Please note that the enclosed property-specific samples and prices are a guideline
only. The full portfolio of the Trust’s spectacular wedding venues can be viewed at
www.nts.org.uk/weddings. Guideline prices are based on stationery being printed
one colour on a 300mic card with complementary envelopes.
Samples are printed on Silk or Ivory card. Stationery is printed using vegetable-based
inks and all paper stock is FSC approved and/or recycled. A proof will be sent out for
your approval before printing. For larger jobs a deposit may be required.

Please contact Robert Smail’s directly for specific
stationery design requests and pricing.
Robert Smail’s Printing Works
7/9 High Street, Innerleithen EH44 6HA
01896 830206

smails@nts.org.uk

www.nts.org.uk
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